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T

he interface between 4H-SiC and SiO2 in metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor (MOSFET) devices contains a high
density of electrically active defects even though the interface is very sharp. The defects adversely affect the performance of
microelectronic devices by lowering the electron mobility at the interface compared to that of bulk SiC. Furthermore, the charge
mobility of these devices is greatly affected by the process used for deposition, or growth, of the oxide as well as any post oxidation
process. The most prevalent treatment is a nitric oxide (NO) post-anneal which gives rise to increase in the interface mobility. In
addition, devices fabricated on different crystallographic faces of SiC, or with varying miscut at the interface show markedly
different electronic performance. Post oxidation annealing in NO has shown improved channel mobility, increased N interfacial
density, and decreased charged interface trap density. We present a systematic analysis of the chemistry and structure of the oxide/
SiC interface by monitoring the change in the fine structure of the Si-L2,3, C-K and O-K edges in the electron energy loss spectra
within a few nanometers of the interface of devices processed by different methods. Our results indicate that the Si-L2,3, C-K and
O-K change at the interface indicating a different chemical structure within this region.
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